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Reports. 418.295 Certain attorneys not to represent prospective adoptive parents. 418.305 Access to child receiving care or services. 418.306 Denial of visitation by child-caring agency as disciplinary measure prohibited. 418.310 Application of statutes to institutions caring for adults and children. 418.312 When transfer of custody not required. 418.325 Medical examinations required. Scientific Reports is an online multidisciplinary, open access journal from the publishers of Nature. Publish with Scientific Reports. We're an open-access journal publishing rigorously peer-reviewed research from across the natural and clinical sciences. Featured. Book Reports and Chapter Summaries. These resources are meant for teaching the parts of a book or story such as title, setting, characters, plot, climax, resolution, literary devices, and criticism. The resources are intended for elementary or possibly middle school students, both regular and ESL. Book Reports Templates: A collection of book report templates with different graphics to keep it interesting. The template contains room for title, author, setting, characters, character description, plot, and climax and resolution. Perhaps 418 was yet another hint towards the end of Brand New and a hint towards LP5 being their grand finale, the accomplishment of their "Great Work" perhaps. But here's where things get a little interesting: "Abrahadabra" is also referred to as the "Word of Double Power".